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ABSTRACT
The paper sets out with a background discussion concerning real car-

driving versus simulator driving and the need for validation.
Then follows a rather comprehensive description of the VTI driving
simulator

constraints, construction principles and actual performance.

Some dynamic validations are also discussed. Finally, performed, ongoing and planned research is presented.

INTRODUCTION

This presentation will be restricted to traffic safety research, although
simulators are used in many other applications, ranging from toys to
747 jets.

In the strive for increased traffic safety, simulators both for training
purposes and for research, and other methods have been used. It has
been said that "measuring influences on driving performance in a real
driving situation is the best representation of what happens on the
road". Why then, do we need simulators and bother to use them?
All

research

methods,

laboratory,

simulator,

field

experiments

or

statistics, have their advantages and disadvantages. Laboratory methods
and simulations provide high precision and reliability but at the same
time infer losses in realism and validity. Real life traffic situations, of
course, are of an almost infinite number, differing in various ways,

from the straight ahead driving alone on a 6 lane motorway, to critical

collision avoidance situations or adverse driving conditions such as dark
ness, rain and low friction.
One very significant advantage of simulators when studying driver performance is that no matter how seriously degraded it is (e.g. by drugs
or alcohol), there is no danger involved whatsoever to the driver or to
other road users.

There is a very wide scale of simulators with various characteristics
and capabilities from the very simple ones in which you cannot influence what is happening over somewhat more sophisticated ones with
some control and the ones

that

you

may

find

in

the

video

game

arcades, to the very sophisticated one described below.
Because of the enormous variety of conditions in real traffic as well as

in what can be reproduced in the laboratory, it is impossible to general

ize to or from simulators in general or to or from real car driving in
general. Every new situation needs to be validated. Validation is however but too seldomly performed, irrespective of measuring technique

real car driving or simulator.
A long time ago, in 1961, Crawford stated that "it has proved extreme
ly difficult to define what is meant by driving performance and to
develop adequate techniques of measuring it". This also holds true to
this day.

As mentioned earlier, it is claimed that the real driving situation is the
best representation of what happens on the road.
course, but this is also the only thing that it is

This is

true,

of

a good or even the

best representation of real traffic. What is measured in the real traffic
is another story. It could be just about anything. The choice of criteria
or indicators in the real car driving situation is also critical.

Something must be measured and this something is not valid by virtue
just because the measurements are carried out whilst driving a car in
real

traffic.

Physiological

measurements e.g. do not always reflect

changes in behaviour relevant to safe driving. Another example: it has
been found that movements of the steering wheel are reduced as a

function

of

experienced

time

on

drivers

task.
make

Other
less

findings

steering

have

wheel

demonstrated

movements

than

that
in

experienced drivers. Thus, in one case few movements are taken to indicate

degraded performance and in the other case improved performance.
From what has been said it should be clear that validity can be low in any
kind of test situation and that, therefore, it is necessary to make sure that

the measures used actually reflect real traffic conditions relevant to safe
driving.
Our ultimate criterion in traffic safety research, of course, is accidents.
Usually we cannot rely upon accident statistics because the statistics
concerning traffic accidents is quite unreliable and if we want to study
specific groups or situations there are too few (I) accidents to permit safe
conclusions about causative factors.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VTI DRIVING SIMULATOR
Moving base system

The VTI moving base system (see Figure 1) has three main degrees of
freedom. It works with rotations (roll, pitch) and linear motion (lateral
acceleration) of the cabin to simulate accelerations in different directions.
The longitudinal accelerations are simulated only by turning the cabin a
certain pitch angle. For simulating the lateral inertia forces both roll and
linear motion are combined according to the control strategy.

The technique of tilting the cabin for simulating inertia forces will give a
realistic impression only for slow manoeuvres and is indeed the only
practical solution for constant accelerations (steady state cornering and

braking from high speed). The linear and rotational motion are combined to
simulate the lateral acceleration, but in order not to exceed position and
velocity limits for the linear motion low-frequency components must be

excluded from the linear motion. When driving on a straight road of normal
width there is no need to activate the roll motion at least for normal lane

change and slalom manoeuvres. To fulfil this requirement and also to have a
strategy that works satisfactorily when driving on a curved road the lateral
acceleration in relation to the middle line is utilized and used for the lateral
motion.

Figure l

Driving simulator with cover removed. Moving base system
with three degrees of freedom

The lateral motion allows excursions up to i 3 m and a maximum velocity of
2.5 m/s with a maximum acceleration of 0.4 g. The frequency response plot

of the lateral acceleration as well as the phase diagram is shown in Figure 2.
It should be noted that the phase plot includes the 20 ms integration time

step.
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If higher acceleration values should be sustained during any appreciable
time, large velocities would be reached needing a much longer track.
With the above mentioned limitation of the acceleration forces to 0.4 g some
scaling must be used to avoid triggering the safety systems too often. In the

VTI-simulator all the accelerations are scaled with a factor 0.5 during
normal driving. If, however, some specific situation is studied where the

forces involved are low, then of course no scaling is necessary. Such an
example could be a study of side wind effects on the vehicle stability when
driving on straight course.

If roll and pitch motion of the real vehicle as well as road vibrations are to be
simulated there are two possibilities. Either one can introduce this motion
with the outer moving base system moving the cabin together with the visual
system or, as in the VTI simulator, just move the cabin itself. This is done
with the aid of three small hydraulic actuators placed beneath the cabin,

which is fixed longitudinally and laterally by Panhard Rods. The actuator

stroke lengths are i 5 cm allowing roll angles up to 6 degrees and pitch angles
up to 3 degrees. The frequency response of the actuator position loop is
shown in Figure 3. Due to the low mass of the cabin the actuators can be
quite small in power.
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Since the projector screen is situated quite near the driver (2.5 m) and the

horizon should not seem to move for the driver during vibration some
compensation is necessary. This can be done in the visual system itself but
we have for simplicity chosen to let the cabin pivot around a point situated in
the screen.

The vibrational spectrum can be generated in several different ways. Actual
road profiles can be used as inputs to a vibration mathematical model of the
car itself solved in real time. The road profile can also be generated from
Power Spectral Density (PSD) data by FFT techniques. An example of this is
shown in Figure 4. In this special application the vertical acceleration in the

driver's seat was measured in a real car with the special equipment demon-

a
strated in Figure 5. The acceleration spectrum was transformed into
position signal in the time domain using FFT. The resulting acceleration
spectrum in the simulator was measured with the same equipment and after

some iteration the two spectra were made to coincide. In this way any
spectrum can be generated as long as it is within the capability of the
actuators.
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Figure 5

Equipment for measuring accelerations in driver's seat

Visual system
The visual system plays a very important role in giving the driver an
illusion of actually driving a real car.
What the aircraft pilot can read from his instruments, the automobile
driver has to pick up from the visual presentation of the surrounding
environment. This may include orientation parameters: heading angles
or speed inputs, or it can be information about the path he must follow:
vertical and horizontal road geometry, friction qualities and obstacles
that must be avoided.

In addition to this the time lags in the visual system as well as the
moving base must be small in comparison with those of an ordinary
passenger car. Typical figures for the car are 100 250 ms delay bet
ween steering wheel input and output in the form of lateral acceleration and yaw velocity.
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In the VTI simulator the transport delay in the visual system including
integration

of

the

vehicle

model

is

approximately

40

ms which is

extremely short compared to other designs.
The driver display utilizes three Barco TV-projectors. The projector
screens are mounted about 2.5 m in front of the driver which corre

sponds to a 1200 field of vision (see Figure 6).

Figure 6

View from the driver's seat

To each projector a standard video signal is generated in European
PAL format with separate inputs for the red, green and blue compo
nents of the image and 50 Hz update frequency. The resolution is 625
lines and 832 pixels which corresponds to an angular resolution of l
mrad (3 arc min).

The very high speed calculations necessary for generating the image are
performed in a specially designed image processor, which is controlled
by a limited number of variables from the main computer program. This

ll

has the advantage that the main computer is occupied only to a very
small extent with picture generation and can therefore be used for
calculations of vehicle motion. In this way, computer requirements can
be kept within a reasonable level. So far we have concentrated on
generating a road surface as realistic as possible. The horizontal and
vertical curvature can be varied continuously within all practical limits.
Different kinds of road details can also be simulated, such as lines, text
and wheel tracks as well as road macro-texture. The type of road can
continuously be altered from a highway to a narrow road with a gravel
or asphalt surface. The sight conditions can be varied from a clear day
to fog, haze or darkness.
In earlier versions of the road image processor we have carried out
preliminary experiments with different road signs and obstacles like

animals crossing the road. The development work of introducing other
movable objects in the scenery has been going on for a number of
years. The difficulties have, however, been considerable to get a flexi
ble system with equally short delays as before. The simulator has been
occupied by experiments during a large part of the day making it very

hard to get access to the only existing, hardwired version of the visual
system. However, recent updatings of the computer system as well as
constant use of CAD equipment will speed up this process. The new
version of the visual system will thus be much more versatile by introducing other traffic, signs and other objects like off-the-road details.

Cabin and sound system
The sound system will provide the driver with important information
necessary for vehicle speed control. During the last years this system
has been completely redesigned. It contains now six different channels
and for the low frequencies four large (30 cm diameter) loud speakers
are used in the cabin making it possible to generate infrasound (16 Hz)

at high levels (>112 dB(Gl)). The different sounds are based on recordings of the actual sounds which are sampled and stored in digital form.
Currently we. are using the data from a vehicle running at just one
specified speed. The sound at other speeds is constructed by changing
the amplitude and frequency of these signals. The result is acceptable
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but can

of course

be

improved.

Important

is,

however,

that

it

is

possible to create any desired sound spectrum in the cabin within small
tolerances.

For some experiments in the simulator the effects of temperature (high
and low) have been studied. The cabin has been equipped with an air
conditioning system making it possible to control the cabin temperature

Within i0.5 degrees for that reason as well as to be able to give the
driver a comfortable climate in the simulator during extended tests.
The current cabin is permanently bolted to the moving base making

cabin changes difficult. Future plans include a system to facilitate such
changes by building an upper frame on which different cabins can be
easily mounted.

Vehicle model and validation

In the most simple analysis it can be shown that the main handling
characteristics are determined by the cornering stiffnesses at the front
and axles of the rear. The engineer does in fact try to control this
balance throughout the whole condition spectrum where the vehicle is
supposed to operate. The tools here are different layouts of the suspen
sions with a controlled load transfer between the wheels, induced steer-

ing effects due to kinematical and elastic reasons, choice of tyre and
inflation pressures etc. If a simulation program should be used for optimizing vehicle handling then of course the model must contain the
factors that are used in reality in that process.
Since program economy is important in real time applications some
compromises must be made. The basic model describes essentially a
four wheeled vehicle with freedom to move in the plane and to yaw.
Roll and pitch motion are included but based on fairly simple twodimensional fixed axle models. The effects of different suspension layouts are introduced as given curves or linear data (camber and steer
effects due to the vertical motion of suspension).
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It is a wellknown fact that the driver receives much information con-

cerning the road and the manoeuvre ("road feeling") from the reaction
torque at the steering wheel. This feedback mechanism is thus important to model rather carefully.

The steering system consists of a physical steering wheel connected to
a servomotor producing the reaction torque felt at the steering wheel.
It should perhaps be pointed out that a certain amount of Coulomb
friction in the steering system has proved to be necessary to get stable
behaviour. This is quite similar to what happens in a real car. The
problem is that this type of friction is very difficult to model satis
factorily in a digital program. This kind of damping force was finally

incorporated in the control system of the electrical servomotor solving
the problem.
One example of the ability of the simulator program to model different

driving manoeuvres is shown in Figure 7. Here a midsized passenger car
is driven in a circle with 40 m radius and the engine engaged in the

second gear. Suddenly the throttle is let off and due to engine braking
and load transfer longitudinally the car will tend to tuck inwards the
curve. The mechanism is more complex than this and involves steering
effects in the suspension system as well tyre friction qualities.
The upper curves represent the maximal lateral acceleration at which it
is possible to negotiate the circle. The slightly understeered vehicle
starts to slide with the front wheels when the throttle is let off. The
braking force and its associated load transfer force the car in a slide
sideways.

The

correspondence

between

the

curves

is

quite

good

considering the fact that the tyres at this point work in the nonlinear
region and that the tyre data used are not necessarily measured on the
field test site but correspond to a high friction surface in general. The
lower curves are representative of levels far from the limit of adhesion
and

the

main difference depends on

the difficulty to perform

the

manoeuvre at exactly the same speed in the simulator as in the field
test.
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PERFORMED, ON-GOING AND PLANNED RESEARCH
Originally designed for vehicle dynamics studies, the VTI simulator has
mainly been used for driver behaviour research. In a way this is perhaps
natural since study of the driver and his reactions is the ultimate
reason for using a simulator. Exclude the driver and one could just use
the program describing the vehicle motion and run a standard digital
simulation of an open-loop manoeuvre. On the other hand changes in
the vehicle

model are

readily

discernible

in

the

simulator.

We do

believe in a great potential for simulators in car development. Of
course,

one

cannot

expect

to

solve

all

problems

in

simulators,

but

simulator tests can enter between standard simulation programs and
building prototypes for field tests, cutting costs at this stage.
Some problems are specially suitable for simulator studies. Side wind
effects for example are very difficult to control on the real road while
wind machines on a test track will not necessarily catch the driver with
surprise when passing them. In the simulator on the other hand, differ
ent data from wind tunnel experiments can readily be introduced and
the wind gusts are exactly the same for all test subjects.
Most of the time, the simulator has been used in studies where the
driver plays the central part. Several of these studies have involved the
effects of alcohol and other drugs on driver performance. In this case
the simulator has been a necessary research tool since the laws in
Sweden until recently precluded real car driving under the influence of
drugs even on closed courses. Two kinds of driving tasks have been used

monotonous driving tasks and very demanding high arousal driving
tasks.

Monotonous tasks were used in three experiments where acute as well
as carry-over effects of benzodiazepines were studied (Laurell & Törn
ros, 1986: I, 2). All three studies involved drugs with short elimination

half lives; brotizolam (.25 mg), triazolam (.25 mg), oxazepam (25.00 mg)
compared

with

nitrazepam

(5.00 mg)

and

placebo.

The

driver

was

instructed to stay on the right side of the road and to maintain a
steady 90 km/h throughout the test, which lasted for 2.5 hours. While

driving the simulator the subject was exposed to a number of stimuli
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which, once perceived, called for a specific action to be taken. Visual
stimuli were presented both in the central visual field and to the

periphery (see Figure 8). The driver's response was to apply the brake
as fast as possible. The time from stimulus appearance to application of
the brake force was the brake reaction time. An auditory tone called
for the same reaction as the visual stimuli already decribed. Both the
visual and the auditory stimuli were presented randomly at intervals of
between

10 and

120 seconds. In the brotizolam study only auditory

signals were used and in the oxazepam study only peripheral visual
stimuli. Eighteen healthy volunteers participated in each study. Like in
all other alcohol and drug studies so far a repeated measurements
design was used.

Ö

'

\

Stimulus positions

Figure 8

/

/

Stimulus presentation in triazolam study I: Driver's view

Acute effects from the active drugs were very clearly demonstrated
(studied only in the brotizolam study, see Figure 9).
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Brake reaction times in the driving simulator: brotizolam
study, acute phase

Carry over effects were much more difficult to find; a performance
deteriorating effect could be demonstrated for only one drug, nitra

zepam, but in only one study (the triazolam study), where an effect was
found after one night's drug intake but not after three consecutive

nights' intake (see Figure 10).
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Another study (Laurell & Törnros, 1987)

involving residual effects of

benzodiazepines was performed, but with larger doses; triazolam (.50

mg), flunitrazepam (2.00

mg), flurazepam (30.00

mg) compared to

placebo. Furthermore, interaction with 50 mg% alcohol was studied as
well. 24 healthy volunteers participated as subjects. The driving task

was however different. It was very demanding and highly arousing.
Subjects were required to drive a test distance of 30 km in as short
time as possible. Losing control of the car, thereby leaving the road

considerably, resulted in a crash, after which the subject had to wait
for 20 seconds before he could start again (now brought back to the
road). The friction properties of the road were varied; the normally dry,
high friction surface was at random intervals interrupted by slippery
sections.

The results are presented in Figure ll. Significance analysis showed
that performance was worse after flurazepam intake than after intake

of the other two hypnotic drugs. None of the drugs however differed
from placebo performance. The alcohol effect was significant but no
interaction with drug appeared.
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Alcohol

Placebo
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Figure ll

Average speeds obtained in the four drug conditions, with

and without alcohol involvement: triazolam study II
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Basically the same speeding task was used in two other (unpublished)
drug studies, one dealing with acute effects from non-narcotic anal
gesics; naproxen (500 mg), indomethacin (100 mg) and the other with
acute effects from antitussive agents; noscapin (4x50 mg), dextrome-

torphan (4x30 mg) ingested on three occasions during the day, in
comparison with placebo. Besides in the first study an alcohol condition
was included (35-40 mg%). In the second study interaction with alcohol

(35-40 mg%) was studied as well.
31 healthy volunteers participated as subjects in the analgesics study

and 30 in the antitussive agents study. In the analgesics study no
effects on driver performance from drug treatment or from alcohol
were found in spite of some reported side effects. In the other study
the alcohol effect appeared significant but no effects from drug treatments were demonstrated although some persons reported side effects
in this study as well.

Hang-over effects of alcohol were studied in another investigation
(Törnros & Laurell, l987:l) using the same demanding driving test. Zl!
healthy volunteers screened as moderate drinkers participated in the
experiment. Driving performance was lowered in the

morning when

agerage BAC had reached a level just below 40 mg%. No performance
decrement was demonstrated later during the day however.
The simulator is well suited for studies of driver fatigue since it is
possible to continue driving past the moment of actually falling asleep,
with no physical danger involved. In one study (Törnros & Laurell, 1987:
2) effects from participating in "Vätternrundan", a non-competitive bicycle race of super marathon type (300 km distance), which for most
participants requires 12-20 hours of cycling, were studied. Most partici
pants get no sleep on the night of the race. Subjects were tested on
two occasions, as soon as possible after completion of the race, and six
hours later. Since all performance measurements in the experimental
condition had to be carried out during one day the number of subjects

had to be small (6). Driving test duration also had to be short. For that
reason the speeding task was used once again; driving distance was
however extended to 50 km. Subjects acted as their own controls. No
effect from having participated in the race was demonstrated. The
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main

reason

for

this

result

was

most

probably

a

combination

of

insufficient amount of practice on the driving task and an insufficient
number of subjects. This driving task has in other studies been found to
be extremely susceptible to practice effects; at least five hours of
efficient practice seems necessary in order to avoid the appearance of
practice effects. This is in sharp contrast to the monotonous task where
only a limited amount of practice is required in order to learn the task
sufficiently well so that no practice effects will appear.
At present an investigation is being performed where patients suffering
from the sleep apnea syndrome, causing excessive daytime sleepiness,
are studied before and after operative therapy. Comparisons are made
with control subjects. The driving task is a monotonous one where the
subject drives for 90 minutes on a relatively straight and narrow road
with good friction properties. During the drive the subjects is instructed
to respond to the appearance of flickering quadratic stimuli on the
screen in front of him/her. Effect measures are lateral deviations and
brake reaction times.

Another study dealing with driver fatigue is at the planning stage;
effects on driver performance from various activities (physical labour,

car driving etc) preceding the drive will be investigated.
The driver's ability to manipulate a mobile telephone and other gadgets
whilst driving is also included among the problems in the planning
stage.

The environment within the car is beleived to affect the performance
of the driver. Very few realistic studies have, however, been performed
in this field. During the last year an investigation has been made in the

driving simulator where the subjects were exposed to different combinations of temperature (21°C vs 280C), noise (65 dB(A) vs 80 dB(A))
and infrasound (98 dB(Gl) vs 112 dB(Gl)). These levels represent low
and high levels measured in real traffic. Six subjects performed the
driving task for each combination of the factors studied. The driving
task was a monotonous task lasting for 2 hours #5 min. The subjects
were to keep a speed around 90 km/h and to respond as quickly as
possible to suddenly appearing flickering squares in the projected land-
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scape by hitting the brake pedal. The brake

reaction

time

stimuli

appeared in the central part as well in the periphery of the visual field.
Average

inter stimulus interval

was

1 min 52 sec.

Baseline

measure

ments were made for each subject. Residual effects from the exposure
(30

min after

the end of

exposure)

were

studied

as

well.

Effect

measures were brake reaction times, lateral deviations and speed variations.

During the major test drive physiological measurements were also made
(EEG, ECG and ECG) as measures of level of arousal. Audiometric
measurements were also carried out to assess the possible changes in
hearing threshold.

The technical reliability of the simulator was very good during this
rather extensive investigation which occupied the simulator for several
hundred hours. A final report will appear during the fall of this year.

The driving simulator has also been a useful tool in test of various
configurations of road signs (Nygaard, 1985).
Drivers with visual deficiencies have been studied as well. The capacity
of drivers with visual field defects to compensate for their defect has

been tested (Lövsund, Hedin & Törnros, 1988) by measuring reaction
times to stimuli appearing stocastically in various parts of the visual

field.
As was pointed out earlier we regard it as essential that we manage to
demonstrate the validity of simulated driving in relation to real car-

driving. Smith (Sc Laurell (1987) found that subjects well experienced in
simulated driving exhibited steering wheel movement patterns
similar

when

driving

on

a

straight

4-lane

motorway

in

quite

simulated

compared to real car-driving.
Another small step in this direction is being planned for the following
year.

Highly

experienced

semi-professional

rally

drivers

will

be

compared to drivers with average driving experience in a demanding
simulated driving task. Besides, simulated driving on low friction roads

will be compared to driving a real car transformed into the Skid car (a
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vehicle carrying device for simulation of low friction; see Laurell et al,
1985).
Still another study relating to validity aspects which is being planned is
the comparison of driver eye movement patterns in simulated vs real
car-driving.
Obviously the driving simulator offers such a great variety of possibilities that the problem is not finding issues suitable for the simulator but
rather to choose from the innumerable number of variables that can be
measured in the system.
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